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Abstract
Purpose Cancer patients sometimes show immobilizing musculoskeletal conditions which prohibit active exercise due to severe
bodily pain. Therefore, before starting a rehabilitative exercise program, the pain has to be reduced to enable the patient to
participate actively in the exercise program. Extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT, the application of radial and/or focused
shock waves with low or high energy) has been shown to be effective and efficient in the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders.
However, one historical paradigm was the fact that, in the past, cancer was seen as a contraindication for the use of ESWT.
Methods Clinical note to present indications, benefits, and contraindications of shock wave treatment in cancer patients.
Results Malignant tumors in the treatment area have to be seen as a contraindication for the use of ESWT treatment. Cancer
itself—in the form of the underlying disease—is not a contraindication for the treatment with radial and focused shock wave
therapy with low or high energy. Plantar fasciitis and calcaneal spurs, calcified shoulder, tennis elbow or Achilles tendinopathy,
and delayed healing and chronic wounds are typical approved standard indications for ESWT, and are allowed when the
malignant tumor is not in the treatment area. There are also other musculoskeletal and non-musculoskeletal indications (e.g.,
myofascial syndrome, erectile dysfunction, polyneuropathy, and lymphedema) that are relevant for cancer survivors. These
indications are recommended by the International Society for Medical Shockwave Treatment (ISMST) for “common empirically
tested clinical use” and as exceptional indications/expert indications.
Conclusion ESWT is a safe and relevant modality for the supportive care and rehabilitation of cancer patients.
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Commentary

Cancer rehabilitation has been shown to be a relevant means
to accelerate return to work and improve the work ability and
social participation of cancer survivors [1–3]. In cancer reha-
bilitation, physical modalities such as exercise to improve
muscular strength, endurance capacity, sensorimotor func-
tions, and flexibility are of a very high relevance [3].
Nevertheless, some musculoskeletal conditions, such as plan-
tar fasciitis or calcaneal spurs, calcifying tendinopathy of the
shoulder, and tennis elbow or Achilles tendinopathy,

immobilize the patient and prohibit active participation in ex-
ercise, due to severe bodily pain [1, 2]. Therefore, before
starting a rehabilitative exercise program, the bodily pain has
to be reduced to enable the patient to participate actively [1, 2].

Extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT) in musculo-
skeletal disorders is a conservative treatment modality, which
has been developed over the last 25 years, and has been shown
to be both very effective and time- and cost-efficient [2, 4].
Nevertheless, there are several historical (and “traditional”)
paradigms which have changed during this time period; one
of them was the fact that, in the past, cancer represented a
contraindication for the use of ESWT [1, 2, 5].

The International Society for Medical Shockwave
Treatment (ISMST) (the managing board, the advisory board
and the Senators of the ISMST) issued clinical recommenda-
tions for the use of therapeutic shock waves in clinical practice
in October 2016 [4].

These recommendations were assembled based on an as-
sessment of the current published scientific and clinical
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information and accepted approaches to treatment, and were
intended to aid the clinician in the use of ESWT [4]. In par-
ticular, the guidelines were intended to clarify the indications
and contraindications for treatment [4]. Malignant tumors,
metastasis, multiple myeloma, and lymphoma in the treatment
area have to be seen as contraindications for treatment with
radial and focused shock waves with low and high energy.
Cancer itself, in the form of the underlying disease, is not a
contraindication for ESWT [4]. Active leukemia and leukemic
phase of lymphoma (not in remission) are, however, contrain-
dications for the use of ESWT. A minimum level of standard
examinations before performing ESWT is necessary, includ-
ing clinical examination, radiological imaging, and neurolog-
ical and/or laboratory diagnostic tests.

Only a qualified physician should use focused shock wave
therapy to treat pathologies which have been determined by
diagnostic testing [4].

For ESWT, there are approved standard indications (for
example, plantar fasciitis, with or without heel spur; calcifying
tendinopathy of the shoulder; lateral epicondylopathy of the
elbow/tennis elbow or Achilles tendinopathy; bone non-
union/pseudarthroses; delayed or non-healing wounds), com-
mon empirically tested clinical uses (for example, bone mar-
row edema, different tendinopathies, myofascial syndrome),
and so-called “exceptional indications” (expert indications,
for example, erectile dysfunction, polyneuropathy, and
lymphedema) [4].

In cancer rehabilitation, there are typical side-effects to
overcome, such as polyneuropathy, lymphedema, musculo-
skeletal pain, and reduced physical performance. These side-
effects need effective and, in most cases, time-efficient treat-
ment. The interdisciplinary field of physical medicine and
rehabilitation (PM&R) has its clinical research focus on the
treatment of musculoskeletal pain, polyneuropathy, and
lymphedema, and on an improvement of physical perfor-
mance by the use of exercise [1]. At our department, we have
a strong expertise in the use of ESWT for different conditions
such as calcaneal spurs, calcific tendinitis of the shoulder,
tennis elbow, and musculoskeletal pain syndromes.
Secondary complications of cancer and its treatment, such as
lymphedema and polyneuropathy, are of great relevance for
many cancer patients. Since a specific causal therapy for those
disorders does not exist, they are currently the focus of our
research [1, 4, 6].

ESWT as a physical treatment option is only contraindi-
cated at the tumor site. Unfortunately, many physicians still
deem cancer as a general contraindication for the use of
ESWT. As a result, many cancer patients remain undertreated
and, in the worst cases, cannot bemobilized due to bodily pain
[2]. There are, however, additional conditions (e.g.,
polyneuropathy or lymphedema) for the use of ESWT in can-
cer patients recommended by the ISMST as exceptional indi-
cations or expert indications [4, 7, 8]. For these indications

(polyneuropathy and lymphedema), in our opinion, a superfi-
cial area-wide ESWT treatment (not at the tumor site) of the
affected limb is suggested.

Erectile dysfunction is another condition of interest in can-
cer rehabilitation [9–11]. This indication can also be treated
with ESWT, but has to be managed in an interdisciplinary
setting [2].

In our opinion, ESWT is a very effective, safe, and time-
and cost-efficient method, which can be considered as an in-
teresting modality in the supportive care and rehabilitation of
cancer patients. ESWT could thus be an effective way to re-
duce pain and mobilize cancer patients to attend rehabilitation
programs and/or to return to work, for example, in cases of
calcaneal spurs or calcific tendinitis of the shoulder, which are
both very immobilizing conditions in both cancer and non-
cancer patients. Thus, ESWT can be considered as a good
measure when being used for the above-described indications.
Nevertheless, further research is urgently needed to identify
the technical parameters (number of sessions, energy transmit-
ted) to implement ESWT as a safe and efficient tool for spe-
cific indications (e.g., polyneuropathy or lymphedema) in can-
cer rehabilitation.
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